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The Onion Book of Known Knowledge
Class is in, but Evangeline Hollis is struggling to get through the requisite training to be a full-fledged Mark. When her class
goes on a field trip to an abandoned military base, passing the course isn't just a matter of prideit's a matter of life and
death. There's a demon hidden among them, killing off Eve's classmates one by one. In Eve of Destruction, as the body
count mounts, a ragtag team of cable TV ghost hunters unwittingly stumbles into the carnage. Now keeping the Mark
system secret competes with the need to keep the "paranormal researchers" alive. With Cain on assignment and Abel on an
investigation, Eve must fly solo on her hunt to stop a killer before he strikes again. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Scandalous Liaisons
A Night to Remember
In his arms, her magic powers are on the rise. And she's the only one who can bring him into the light. Tessa, Etruscan
Goddess of the Dawn, is desperately fighting off a malicious god, but her powers are weakening. She needs a hero and fast,
because only sexual energy can give her strength. So she seeks out Caligo, whose sexual prowess is legendary Caligo is a
fabled Cimmerian warrior determined to stay away from spoiled goddesses who trample hearts after they've had their fun.
But there's something irresistibly hot and inviting about Tessa, and he knows he's her only chance to escape the
encroaching darkness Forgotten Goddesses series: What a Goddess Wants How to Worship a Goddess Goddess in the
Middle Praise for Stephanie Julian: "Full of explosive passionMs. Julian gives readers what they want and so much
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more."-Fallen Angel Reviews "Ms. Julian weaves an intoxicating tale of love and lustthe writing is truly magical."-Simply
Romance Reviews "Bringing all the expected intensity of sex, suspense, and romanceI have become a fan of Ms. Julian's
writing style."-Just Erotic Romance Reviews "The author creates a unique and rich worldThat's skill!"-Smokin' Hot Books
"Ms. Julian will tempt a saint and give the sinner what they wantbrutally vivid characters and flaming hot passion that just
leaps off the pages."-Fallen Angel Reviews

The Fault in Our Stars
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL: James Bell, Viscount Ormond, is a shameless rake, infamous for his skills in seduction--and Claire
Russell doesn't intend for her sister to become his latest conquest. That is why she's come to the viscount's private masked
ball. The flagrant sensuality and unabashed decadence on display there are shocking, but they are nothing compared to the
scandalous fire Claire feels when James makes a wholly improper suggestion--improper, indecent, and very, very tempting.
MISCHIEF AND THE MARQUESS: Justin, the Marquess of Fontaine and Lady Sophie Milton-Riley have no desire to marry. To
satisfy their mothers' insistence that they would be quite right together, they set out to demonstrate how completely ill
suited they are for one another. Justin is allergic to her perfume. Sophie dislikes his dogs. He prefers blondes; she, brunette
men. But the more they seek to prove how wrong their union would be, the more right things feel. And when opposites
attract, there's no denying the sparks or the heat. RUBY KISS: Susannah Fowler is in possession of many temptations--an
independent nature, a quick wit, and lush curves. She is also in possession of a fortune in stolen jewels hidden within her
favorite corset. If rakehell Carlyle Jameson wants it, he will have to remove it himself. From her boudoir or from her body.
One kiss ought to distract her, but one kiss leads to another and another, till there's no turning back and no desire to try.

Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden
Of all the Fallen, Raze's hungers are some of the darkest and most insatiable. His brazen seductions cost him his wings,
leaving him soulless and immortal, the most dangerous of seducers. He has roamed the earth for eons, hunting the rogues
of his kind and protecting the humans who provide him with blood and sex. He is content with his life and the transient
pleasures that flow through it until one night and one woman change everything. Kimberly McAdams is smart, beautiful,
and wealthy. She can have any man she wants, but the moment she sets eyes on the lethally stunning Raze she knows he's
the man she needs. As one searingly erotic night burns into something deeper and far more vital than either of them
expected, an adversary from Raze's past sees a chance for revenge. Twisted by hatred, she will take from Raze what was
taken from her--the precious gift of love.

A Touch of Crimson
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Shad Petty is a cowhand, plain and simple, whose days are filled with riding for the McCutcheon brand. There's no room in
his life for a woman let alone a female with obvious means who is completely out of his reach. Unfortunately, the candid
Miss Ford captures his heart and his simple life is turned topsy-turvy from that point on. Pampered socialite Poppy Ford
rarely listens to direction. Her father has indulged her every whim and she's been a dutiful daughter until she decides to
visit her sister in Y Knot in the Montana Territory without his permission. Poppy soon learns that Montana wilderness is not
Boston. She's thrust into danger of her own making and the results are a matter of life or death. When a roughhewn cowboy
named Shad offers his help, she begins to see him in a different light. Can two such completely different people find love?
Or will circumstances keep them apart?

A Dark Kiss of Rapture
When Nicholas James draws Stephanie Martin's name in their law firm's Secret Santa exchange he knows he's in for a merry
Christmas--if he can figure out what to give the woman he's wanted for months. When he works late and finds a crumpled
piece of paper listing Steph's personal wish list, he knows he's in luck. Because all Steph wants for Christmas is him, in a
number of naughty ways. And not-so saintly Nick is going to make every one of her carnal wishes come true.

The Energy Cure
Wish List
SOMETIMES TEMPTATION . . . A hardened mercenary as adept in bed as in battle, Simon Quinn can have any woman he
wants, but he prefers those who know the rules of the game. That way it’s easier to leave them behind . . . CAN’T BE
AVOIDED But Lysette Rousseau is one female he can’t figure out. Beautiful, sensual, seductive, she should be the perfect
match for Simon, yet something about her ties him in knots. Bold and manipulative one time, sweetly innocent the next,
she is an enigma bound to bring trouble . . . impossible to resist. Praise for Sylvia Day and her novels “Bared to You
obliterates the competition . . . unique and unforgettable.” —Joyfully Reviewed “Daringly original, boldly sensual and
brilliantly plotted.” —RT Book Reviews on Don’t Tempt Me “Dangerous liaisons and deceptions are the key ingredients.”
—Booklist on Don’t Tempt Me

Carnal Thirst
Angel Adrian Mitchell tries to convince Lindsay Gibson that she is actually Shadoe, the woman he loves and keeps losing, in
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a new body, while dealing with a pack of rogue vampires and a lycan revolt.

Love Affairs
From John Green, the #1 bestselling author of Turtles All the Way Down "The greatest romance story of this decade."
—Entertainment Weekly -Millions of copies sold- #1 New York Times Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller #1 USA
Today Bestseller #1 International Bestseller TIME Magazine’s #1 Fiction Book of 2012 TODAY Book Club pick Now a Major
Motion Picture Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her a few years, Hazel has never been anything
but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly
appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel’s story is about to be completely rewritten. Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw,
The Fault in Our Stars brilliantly explores the funny, thrilling, and tragic business of being alive and in love.

Dinosaurs All Around
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON The red-hot romance between Ian and Francesca was ignited in
Because You Are Mine—that which comes with the first look, the first caress. Now comes the first act of defiance that takes
them one step further into forbidden desire. Because You Are Mine, Part II Because I Could Not Resist A heated argument
between Francesca and Ian leaves the impetuous young woman alone again, and free to do whatever she chooses, and
with whomever she desires. She’s not about to answer to any one man—especially Ian. Until he catches her. As he takes
her to his penthouse, the tension is incendiary. One thing is clear for both of them. Francesca must be punished. Outraged
and unbearably excited, the naïve Francesca loses whatever control she had. After all, Ian is too dominant a man to fight
off. She did disobey him. She does deserve it. Francesca just never realized how much she wanted it. But when Ian
discovers how naïve Francesca really is, he wonders if taking advantage of such innocence is going too far, even for him.
More to come… Don’t miss Because You Are Mine, Part III, available 8/14

Eve of Chaos
Do you know what "quatrefoil" and "impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon" or "narcolepsy"? This book is a handy, easy-toread reference guide to the proper parlance for any situation. In this book you will find: Words You Absolutely Should Know
(covert, exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should Know But Probably Don't (dour, incendiary, scintilla); Words Most People
Don't Know (schlimazel, thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should Know to Sound Overeducated (ad infinitum, nugatory,
garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic, damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether writing an essay,
studying for a test, or trying to impress friends, family, and fellow cocktail party guests with their prolixity, you will achieve
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magniloquence, ebullience, and flights of rhetorical brilliance.

Screwdrivered
When insurance investigator Anastasia Miller sets out to retrieve the rose-hued pink diamonds stolen in a recent heist, she
finds herself working alongside former flame, deputy U.S. Marshal Jake Monroe--the man she loved enough to leave behind.

Three Eves
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bared to You, A Touch of Crimson, and Seven Years to Sin presents some of
her most beloved novellas--collected in one edition for the first time. WISH LIST When Nicholas James draws Stephanie
Martin’s name in their law firm’s Secret Santa exchange he knows he’s in for a merry Christmas—if he can figure out what
to give the woman he’s wanted for months. When he works late and finds a crumpled piece of paper listing Steph’s
personal wish list, he knows he’s in luck. Because all Steph wants for Christmas is him, in a number of naughty ways. And
not-so saintly Nick is going to make every one of her wishes come true. WHAT HAPPENED IN VEGAS It happened in Vegas…
A sizzling encounter that turned into a scorching biweekly affair. How he’d ended up in bed with a woman like Robin was
still a mystery to Paul. One minute they were riding the same elevator and the next he was riding her, the attraction so
fierce and immediate he couldn’t remember how they reached his room or even shed their clothes. But when Robin
suggested they take their relationship to the next level, Paul panicked, prompting her to walk out on him with her head held
high and his heart in her hands. Four months later, he’s got her in an elevator again, ready and willing, but with her
emotions tucked safely away. He’s got one shot to prove that what happened in Vegas can happen anywhere in the world,
for the rest of their lives. BLOOD & ROSES When insurance investigator Anastasia Miller sets out to retrieve the rose-hued
pink diamonds stolen in a recent heist, she finds herself working alongside former flame, deputy U.S. Marshal Jake
Monroe—the man she loved enough to leave behind. A DARK KISS OF RAPTURE Of all the Fallen, Raze’s hungers are some
of the darkest and most insatiable. His brazen seductions cost him his wings, leaving him soulless and immortal, the most
dangerous of seducers. He has roamed the earth for eons, hunting the rogues of his kind and protecting the humans who
provide him with blood and sex. He is content with his life and the transient pleasures that flow through it… until one night
and one woman change everything. IRON HARD Baron de la Warren returned from the war a hero, a sky captain lauded for
his brilliant strategies and swashbuckling boldness. Savagely beautiful, he is far too masculine to be pretty, but he is
certainly magnificent. And irresistibly sexy. Tinkerer Annabelle Waters is startled when his lordship commissions
mechanized lovebirds, wondering at the private man who lives beneath the public personage. What manner of warrior
thinks of such a lover’s gift? She is more than a little eager to see for herself… CATCHING CAROLINE Jack Shaw’s reputation
as a wicked libertine is well deserved. He lives for the moment, indulging in temporary pleasures. Until he meets Lady
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Caroline Seton. Now he wants more than one stolen kiss, he wants forever. But Caroline hides a dangerous secret, one that
could cost him his life. Will his love be enough to save them both…? SNARING THE HUNTRESS Star is an Interstellar Council
judge. Her position requires her to pass sentence, hunt down the offenders, and administer punishments. When she’s
ordered to hunt down a rogue Jacian ambassador in heat, the precedent is death. Roark has entered his mating cycle. By
Council law, he should be locked in a room with his pre-assigned partner for a week of non-stop sex that will get him
through his heat. But he doesn’t want his pre-assigned. He wants Star, the luscious blonde judge whose compassion and
intelligence has won his regard. Now the huntress is the prey, and when she’s snared by a man in heat, it’s passion that
rules, not the law. Or does it? Roark still has his sentence, and his lover Star is judge, jury… and executioner. TREASURE
HUNTERS Mercenary/treasure hunter Rick Bronson is ready to hunt down his next treasure–erotic e-books hidden away
when erotic romance was banned by the Conservative Censorship Committee. His first order of business is securing the
help of literary antiquities expert Samantha Tremain. She’s considered one of the foremost authorities on erotic literature in
the galaxy, a veritable bounty of carnal knowledge that Rick intends to enjoy to the fullest. And the bonus short story,
SALACIOUS ROBINSON!

The Time Bind
On a visit to the workshop of Stephen and Sylvia Czerkas, where a life-size dinosaur model is being constructed, the reader
learns what dinosaurs really looked like, how we know how big they were, how they moved, and what color skin they may
have had.

The Stranger I Married
This installment of the Design Collective series is stuffed full of pillows! Make a distinctive statement with eye-catching
modern designs—choose from 25 different 18” to 20” square pillow projects to decorate your home. Pull out your favorite
fabrics and have fun stitching up something new to adorn your bed or favorite chair. Popular blogger and modern sewist
Heather Bostic brings you a sensational selection of pillow projects. Try different techniques like paper-piecing, quilting,
embroidery, and appliqué. 20+ designers with fresh, modern style offer something for everyone at any skill level.

Pillow Pop
In this tender and funny novel, award-winning author Hilma Wolitzer mines the unpredictable fallout of suddenly becoming
single later in life, and the chaos and joys of falling in love the second time around. When Edward Schuyler, a modest and
bookish sixty-two-year-old science teacher, is widowed, he finds himself ambushed by female attention. There are plenty of
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unattached women around, but a healthy, handsome, available man is a rare and desirable creature. Edward receives
phone calls from widows seeking love, or at least lunch, while well-meaning friends try to set him up at dinner parties. Even
an attractive married neighbor offers herself to him. The problem is that Edward doesn't feel available. He's still mourning
his beloved wife, Bee, and prefers solitude and the familiar routine of work, gardening, and bird-watching. But then his
stepchildren surprise him by placing a personal ad in The New York Review of Books on his behalf. Soon the letters flood in,
and Edward is torn between his loyalty to Bee's memory and his growing longing for connection. Gradually, reluctantly, he
begins dating (“dating after death,” as one correspondent puts it), and his encounters are variously startling, comical, and
sad. Just when Edward thinks he has the game figured out, a chance meeting proves that love always arrives when it's least
expected. With wit, warmth, and a keen understanding of the heart, An Available Man explores aspects of loneliness and
togetherness, and the difference in the options open to men and women of a certain age. Most of all, the novel celebrates
the endurance of love, and its thrilling capacity to bloom anew. Look for special features inside. Join the Random House
Reader's Circle for author chats and more. “Funny, wise and touching.”—The Washington Post “Wonderful . . . [Hilma]
Wolitzer's vision of the world, for all its sorrow, is often hilarious and always compassionate.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Smart and poignant, An Available Man explores some universal truths—that the past is never past, life is for the
living, and dating is really, really hard.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Charming . . . Wolitzer is a champ at the closely
observed, droll novel of manners.”—NPR “[Hilma Wolitzer is an] American literary treasure.”—The Boston Globe “A deeply
satisfying story of love lost and found.”—Bookreporter

Because You Are Mine Part II
“I have known Sylvia for twenty years, and I have the greatest respect for her. People seek her out for her much celebrated
intuitive skills, however, I have sought her out for her friendship and kindness. I applaud her for the peace and solace that
she has brought to so many.” — Montel Williams “An amazing woman, an amazing life, and a book I couldn’t put down.
Sylvia is a true inspiration.” — Jeanne Cooper, star of The Young and the Restless Reaching deep beneath the surface of her
life—then and now—renowned psychic and #1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Browne (The Other Side and Back)
candidly discusses details of her professional and personal experiences that she’s never publically revealed before.

Butterfly in Frost
MISLED Special Task Force agent Derek Atkinson has a craving for luscious vampire Sable Taylor. But Sable's a bounty
hunter, which makes him direct competition in the capture of wanted criminals. Despite the obvious attraction between
them, she won't give him a chance and after two years, he's tired of waiting for her to come around. So he's got a plan to
give them both what they want each other. Sable's on a dangerous mission. She's not who Derek thinks she is, so anything
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personal just isn't possible. But like most master vampires, Derek's wily and used to having his way. When he traps her on
his ship, she decides to indulge. Two straight days of mind-blowing sex should be enough, but it isn't, not for either of them.
Her heart is involved now, but Sable can't let Derek get too close. If he finds out what she's doing, he'll never forgive her.
Derek, however, refuses to let go. Now he's getting shot at and asking questions she shouldn't answer. Sable has to reveal
the truth Derek's love has been misled KISS OF THE NIGHT Special Task Force agent Alexei Night has had a crush on
Interstellar Council Representative Briana Michaels ever since the first time he saw her on the vid comm. But their lives are
worlds apart. He's a vampire. She's not. There's no possibility of a relationship between them. Yet he still dreams of her
When Briana's unpopular position supporting vampiric rights threatens her family, Alex leaps at the chance to protect her
and be with her. It's a two-week journey to her homeworld, and he'll spend it making love with the woman he can't keep,
trying to get enough of her to last an eternity. Their erotic connection is easily established but their bond doesn't
overshadow the danger surrounding Briana. A hopeless romance with a woman whose mortal life is threatened Things can't
get any worse for Alex. And then somehowthey do.

Spring in a Shropshire Abbey
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day (writing as S.J. Day) comes the Marked trilogy, starting with Eve of
Darkness. This steamy urban fantasy series tells the story of Evangeline Hollis, a heavenly bounty hunter, who’s cursed by
God, hunted by demons, and desired by none other than Cain and Abel. Uncontrollable bloodlust, dark and sexy desires,
disasters of biblical proportions S.J. Day’s epic series has it all and is not to be missed. Eve of Darkness — Years ago,
Evangeline Hollis spent a blistering night with a darkly seductive man she can't forget. Now Eve is thrust into a world where
sinners are marked and drafted to kill demons. Her former one-night stand, Cain, is now her mentor-and his equally sexy
brother Abel is her new boss. Eve of Destruction — When Eve’s training class takes a field trip to an abandoned military
base, things take a dark turn. Meanwhile, her body is still adapting to her new abilities and the challenges that came with
them—such as uncontrollable bloodlustwhich seems to be inciting another kind of lust altogether. Eve of Chaos — Eve runs
over Satan's hellhound during training, so he puts a bounty on her head, and every demon in the country wants to deliver.
Meanwhile, as Cain's role in Eve's life becomes more and more uncertain, Abel doesn't hesitate to step in.

Montana Courage
Blood and Roses
#1 Amazon Best Seller — Welcome to the farm! The Cut Flower Garden: Erin Benzakein is a florist-farmer, leader in the
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locaflor farm-to-centerpiece movement, and owner of internationally renowned Floret Flower Farm in Washington's lush
Skagit Valley. A stunning flower book: This beautiful guide to growing, harvesting, and arranging gorgeous blooms yearround provides readers with vital tools to nurture a stunning flower garden and use their blossoms to create show-stopping
arrangements. Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden: Cut Flower Garden is equal parts instruction and inspiration—a book
overflowing with lush photography of magnificent flowers and breathtaking arrangements organized by season. Find
inspiration in this lush flower book: Irresistible photos of Erin's flower farm that showcase exquisite blooms Tips for growing
in a variety of spaces and climates Step-by-step instructions for lavish garlands, airy centerpieces, and romantic floral décor
for every season If you liked Paris in Bloom, you'll love Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden.

Seven Years to Sin
Catch My Kiss is a heartwarming and relatable children's book that adults will enjoy reading just as much as the kids! It
serves as a reminder that no matter where life takes you, always take a moment to stop and catch that kiss! After all, every
day is such a gift.

A Caress of Wings
*A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* For Sarah Hepola, alcohol was "the gasoline of all adventure." She spent her evenings at
cocktail parties and dark bars where she proudly stayed till last call. Drinking felt like freedom, part of her birthright as a
strong, enlightened twenty-first-century woman. But there was a price. She often blacked out, waking up with a blank space
where four hours should be. Mornings became detective work on her own life. What did I say last night? How did I meet that
guy? She apologized for things she couldn't remember doing, as though she were cleaning up after an evil twin. Publicly,
she covered her shame with self-deprecating jokes, and her career flourished, but as the blackouts accumulated, she could
no longer avoid a sinking truth. The fuel she thought she needed was draining her spirit instead. A memoir of unblinking
honesty and poignant, laugh-out-loud humor, BLACKOUT is the story of a woman stumbling into a new kind of
adventure--the sober life she never wanted. Shining a light into her blackouts, she discovers the person she buried, as well
as the confidence, intimacy, and creativity she once believed came only from a bottle. Her tale will resonate with anyone
who has been forced to reinvent or struggled in the face of necessary change. It's about giving up the thing you cherish
most--but getting yourself back in return. *Includes Reading Group Guide*

Perfect Kisses
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bared to You comes Eve of Chaos When Evangeline Hollis spent a night
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of passion with the darkly seductive Alec Cain, she had no idea that she'd be punished for it years later. Branded with the
Mark of Cain, Eve was thrust into a life of hunting demons as penance. Living with the Mark-and the two sexy brothers who
come with it-was trouble enough. But then Eve ran over Satan's hellhound during training. Now Satan, incensed at the loss
of his pet, has put a bounty on Eve's head, and every demon in the country wants to be the one to deliver her. Meanwhile,
Eve's formerly insatiable one-night stand is acting distant. Cain says he still wants Eve, and she believes him, but scorching
hot sex isn't enough. Not after knowing what it was like to have more. As Cain's role in Eve's life becomes more and more
uncertain, Abel doesn't hesitate to step in. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Paper Towns
Psychic
Cursed by God, hunted by demons, desired by Cain and Abel All in a day's work. For Evangeline Hollis, a long ago fling with
a bad boy from the wrong side of the tracks just became a disaster of biblical proportions. One night with a leather-clad
man of mystery has led to a divine punishment: the Mark of Cain. Thrust into a world where sinners are drafted into service
to kill demons, Eve's learning curve is short. A longtime agnostic, she begrudgingly maneuvers through a celestial
bureaucracy where she is a valuable but ill-treated pawn. She's also become the latest point of contention in the oldest
case of sibling rivalry in history But she'll worry about all that later. Right now she's more concerned with learning to kill
while staying alive. And saving the soul she'd never believed she had in S.J. Day's Eve of Darkness. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

CPO Focus on Physical Science
"Oh, those naughty rakes. With their wicked winks, sensual smiles, and bad boy habits, you just can't take them out in
polite society. But who wants to go out when you can stay in. . .? Stolen Pleasures Sebastian Blake, Earl of Merrick, long ago
fled the responsibilities of his title to become the infamous pirate, Captain Phoenix. But the booty he's just captured on a
merchant ship is a fierce tempered minx who claims to be a bride. . .his bride, married to him by proxy on behest of their
fathers. He could shame his hated family and return his beautiful wife untouched, but no treasure has ever proved more
tempting to Sebastian, and making their marriage a true one--in every sense--is his one urgent desire . . . Lucien's Gamble
Lucien Remington's reputation as a debauched libertine who plays by no one's rules--in business or the bedroom--is well
deserved. He gets what he wants, social repudiation be damned. But society can keep from him the one thing he truly
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desires, the untouchable Lady Julienne La Coeur. Until she sneaks into his club dressed as a man and searching for her
irresponsible brother. Suddenly she's in Lucien's grasp, his to take, and his mind is filled with the most wickedly sinful
thoughts. A gentleman would walk away from the temptation she presents. But then, Lucien has never claimed to be a
gentleman. . . Her Mad Grace Hugh La Coeur never wanted to be the Earl of Montrose. Wine, women, and a hefty wager are
preferable to responsibility of any kind. It's certainly preferable to spending the night in an eerie, neglected mansion owned
by a legendary madwoman. The duchess's companion, the fiercely independent Charlotte, is another matter altogether.
Hugh would be happy to spend as many nights in her bed as possible. He knows she's hiding terrible secrets, but for once in
his life, Hugh has the desire to take on someone else's burden as his own, no matter what the danger. . . They're mad, bad,
and totally irresistible. . .

An Available Man
Author of Bared to You and A Hunger So Wild Sylvia Day takes us into a shadowy underworld, where a powerful angel
breaks all the rules by falling for the mortal whose life she’s saved… Chained in the dark, Trevor Descansos endures pain
and terror as vampires slowly drain the life from him. He finds mercy in Sentinel Siobhán, a beautiful avenging angel with
lethal wings. She draws Trevor from the depths of hell, wrapping him in the softness of the same feathers that she wielded
like blades to cut down his tormentors. Ageless and eternal, Siobhán has seen too much to be surprised by anything, but
the mortal she finds in the pit of a vampire den shakes her to the core. Broken and near death, his ravaged masculine
beauty stirs the heart she hadn't realized she possessed. Though she’s tasked with eradicating the vampire disease
sweeping across her world, she nurses Trevor back to health, healing him even as he awakens a forbidden longing. But the
true test has yet to come. Siobhán faces an even darker fate than Trevor’s, as she falls from grace into mortal love…
Includes a preview of the next Renegade Angels novel, A Hunger So Wild Praise for Sylvia Day “Will rock readers with a
stunning new world, a hot-blooded hero, and a strong, kick-ass heroine.”—New York Times Bestselling Author Larissa Ione
“Hooked me from the first page…I can’t wait to read more about this league of sexy, dangerous guardian angels and the
fascinating world they inhabit.”—New York Times Bestselling Author Lara Adrian “Explodes with passion and
heat.”—Cheyenne McCray, New York Times bestselling author

Sinister Street
Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would you like to know more about every piece of knowledge ever? Do you
have cash? Then congratulations, because just in time for the death of the print industry as we know it comes the final book
ever published, and the only one you will ever need: The Onion's compendium of all things known. Replete with an
astonishing assemblage of facts, illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to edify even the most
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simple-minded book-buyer, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE is packed with valuable information-such as the life
stages of an Aunt; places to kill one's self in Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a female bucket, or "pail." With
hundreds of entries for all 27 letters of the alphabet, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE must be purchased
immediately to avoid the sting of eternal ignorance.

Catch My Kiss
Arlie Russell Hochschild's The Time Bind was a New York Times Notable Book.

The Vanity Girl
Once, I would never have imagined myself here. But I'm settled now. In a place I love, in a home I renovated, spending time
with new friends I adore, and working a job that fulfills me. I am reconciling the past and laying the groundwork for the
future.

Eve of Destruction
Readers back for a third round of the bestselling Cocktail series will enjoy a madcap romantic comedy about bodice ripping
and chest heaving, fiery passion and love everlasting. Plus a dash of paperwork filing and horseshi—wait, what? By day, Viv
Franklin is a tough-as-nails software engineer who designs programs and loves hospital corners. By night, Vivian’s a secret
romance-novel junkie who longs for a knight in shining armor, or a cowboy on a wild stallion, or a strapping firefighter to
sweep her off her feet. And she gets to wear the bodice—don’t forget the bodice. When a phone call brings news that she’s
inherited a beautiful old home in Mendocino, California from a long-forgotten aunt, she moves her entire life across the
country to embark on what she sees as a great, romance-novel-worthy adventure. But romance novels always have a twist,
don’t they? There’s a cowboy, one that ignites her loins. Because Cowboy Hank is totally loin-ignition worthy. But there’s
also a librarian, Clark Barrow. And he calls her Vivian. Can tweed jackets and elbow patches compete with chaps and spurs?
You bet your sweet cow pie. In Screwdrivered, Alice Clayton pits Superman against Clark in a hilarious and hot battle that
delights a swooning Viv/Vivian. Also within this book, an answer to the question of the ages: Why ride a cowboy when you
can ride a librarian?

Blackout
Together For All The Wrong Reasons. . . The Marquess of Grayson never felt a twinge of guilt when he stole the beautiful
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Lady Pelham right out from under his best friend's nose. After all, they were well matched in all things--their sensual
appetites, wicked wits, provocative reputations, and their absolute refusal to ruin their marriage of convenience by falling in
love. But then a shocking turn of events sent her roguish husband from her side. Four years later, he has returned a
powerful, irresistible man who is determined to seduce his way into her affections. No, this is not at all the man she
married. But he is the man who might finally steal her heart. . . "Day plays on sensual themes with a lush grace." --RT Book
Reviews

The Big Book of Words You Should Know
Recounts the demise of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the massive luxury liner that housed extravagances such as a French
"sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase, but failed to provide enough lifeboats for the 2,207 passengers on board.

Eve of Darkness
With The Energy Cure, Dr. William Bengston presents astonishing evidence that challenges us to totally rethink what we
believe about our ability to heal. Drawing on his scientific research, incredible results, and mind-bending questions,
Bengston invites us to follow him along his 35-year investigation into the mystery of hands-on healing, and to discover a
technique that may activate your healing abilities. Part memoir and part instruction, this provocative book explores:
Bengston’s paradigm-shifting experimental results and why they seem so difficult for some medical practitioners to accept
Image cycling, a unique preparation method for a hands-on-healing treatment Why traditional Western medicine isn’t
always best, the value of skepticism, the strengths of energy medicine, and more William Bengston, PhD, is a professor of
sociology at St. Joseph’s College in New York. In his early twenties, he received hands-on healing that ended his chronic
back pain. A self-proclaimed rationalist, he began a 35-year investigation that has made him one of today’s leading
researchers into the mystery and power of energy medicine.

Nightwood
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The
Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff
of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip
of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q
soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for.
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Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.

What a Goddess Wants
The fiery and enigmatic masterpiece-one of the greatest novels of the Modernist era.

Don't Tempt Me
A young widow encounters the man who fueled her dreams for years in this erotic Regency romance by the #1 New York
Times bestselling author. Seven years ago, on the eve of her wedding, Lady Jessica Sheffield witnessed a scandalous scene:
the young rakehell Alistair Caulfield giving himself to a very pleased—and paying—lady. Shocked yet titillated, Jessica
nevertheless walked down the aisle. Throughout her serene yet unremarkable marriage, Alistair lived in her illicit fantasies.
But now fate has left her a childless widow. Meanwhile, Alistair ran far from his disreputable life—and the beautiful debutant
he could not have. Now a successful shipping merchant, he has little in common with the man Jessica once knew. But when
she steps aboard his ship for a transatlantic passage, seven years' worth of denied pleasures are held in check by nothing
more than a few layers of silk. And as they set sail, they finally surrender to overpowering waves of passion. “The book that
inspired Bared to You.”—Sylvia Day
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